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not see that the little 'stream beside us gives us a faithful

picture of what surrounds it only when it is at rest? And

it is well, if we desire to think correctly, and in the spirit of

charity, of our brother men, that we should be at rest too.

For our own part, we love best to think of the dead when

their graves are at our feet, and our feelings are chastened

by the conviction that we ourselves are very soon to take

our place beside them. We love to think of the living, not

amid the hum and bustle of the world, when the thoughts

are hurried, and perhaps the sterner passions aroused, but

in the solitude of some green retreat, by the side of some

unfrequented stream, when drinking largely of the beauty

and splendor of external things, and feeling that we our

selves are man,- in nature and destiny the being whom we

contemplate. There is nought of contempt in the smile to

which we are provoked by the eccentricities of a creature

so strange and wilful, nor of bitterness in the sorrow with

which we regard his crimes.

In passing one of the trees, a smooth-rincled ash, we see a

few characters engraved on it, which at the first glance we

deem Hebrew, but which we find, on examination, to be

long to some less known alphabet of the East. There hangs

a story of these obscure characters, which, though little

checkered by incident, has something very interesting in it.

It is of no distant date ; -the characters, in all their mi

nuter strokes, are still unfilled; but the hand that traced

them, and the eye that softened in expression as it marked

the progress of the work, - for they record the name of

a lady-love,
- are now mingled with the clods ofthe valley.

Early in an autumn of the present century,
- and we

need. not be more explicit, for names and dates are no way

essential to what we have to relate,- a small tender en-

tered the bay of , and cast anchor in the roadstead)
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